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Why an end-to-end process?
For reasons of observatory efficiency, ESO has implemented at the
VLT and other current and future facilities (APEX, ALMA, VST,
VISTA) Service mode observing at large scale (most or all the time).
In Service Mode, the main
parts of an observing
programme (writing a
proposal/ planning and
executing the observations/
reducing the data) are closely
linked in an end-to-end
model.

Writing the proposal

All you need to (and must!) know is in
the Call for Proposals document,
released twice per year: capabilities,
policies, procedures…
Lots of tools to help you: Exposure
Time Calculators, Archive, instrument
technical webpages, information on
calibration plans,…
And if this is not enough, help is
offered by ESO: usd-help@eso.org

What happens next?
Lots of questions in the proposal form
(Instrument setup? Time on target? Execution
conditions required? Time links? )…

..so that not only scientific merit and
technical feasibility can be assessed:
also proper scheduling, taking into account
weather expectation statistics, instrument
availability, target distribution on the sky, etc.

The data in the proposal populate
databases, thoroughly used afterwards
To efficiently schedule a programme, we
(and you!) need to know as accurately
as possible what you intend to do.

Now that you got observing time…

Phase 2 consists of the precise
definition of the programme in
the form of Observation
Blocks that fully specify each
composing observation
Done using the Phase 2
Proposal Preparation (P2PP)
tool

Phase 2 tools design
As far as possible, tools have been designed to …
…allow users to do what
they want to do
…be easy to use

…help in avoiding mistakes
Phase 2 encourages you to think strategy, optimization, set up,
execution conditions, priorities… in advance
A process closely assisted by ESO support staff: we are as interested
as you in the efficient use of your telescope time!

How it works in Service Mode
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In the queue
Once your programme has been validated
and scheduled, execution will depend on
Right conditions occurring
Priority (A, B, C, Large Programmes,…)
Pressure on the region of the sky
Competition with special programmes (ToO,
time-critical, pre-imaging…)
Competition with programmes for other
instruments
Optimization of the night (trend to minimize
calibration load)
What has been done until now (preference to
complete started programmes)

Progress and completion are hard to predict accurately…

Your data, finally…
All data undergo quality control, at the
telescope and later off-line
Important to monitor compliancy of the data
with specifications, good performance of
telescope and instrument, maintenance of
the calibration database…

All the science data stream is
processed by pipelines
Calibration plans are executed to
ensure sufficient, uniform calibrations
All raw data, calibration data, logs,
pipeline-processed data, and
explanatory files are included in the
data package

Quick access

Proprietary data now accessible
(to the PI!) as they reach the
archive, within few hours of being
taken (no pipeline-processed
data though)
A FP7-funded pilot project, EVALSO, is
currently being set up to allow much
faster data transfer from Paranal, using
fiber link connection from the
observatory: data may be available in
the future within seconds

Data legacy value

All data obtained with ESO
telescopes are stored in the
Archive
(but this is another story:
Martino Romaniello’s talk…)

At ESO, your observing programmes enter a system carefully
designed to provide you with high quality data, optimizing the
efficiency of the facility, and providing you support through all the
phases along their lifetime … and beyond

